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ABSTRACT

Beamlet is a single beamlin~, nearly full scale physics prototype of the 192 beam Nd:Glass laser driver cf
the National Ignition Facility. It is used to demonstrate laser performance of the NIF multipass amplifier
architecture. Initial system characterization tests have all been performed at pulse durations less than 10 ns. Pinhole
closure and modulation at the end of long pulses are a significant concern for the operation of NIF. We recently
demonstrated the generation, amplification and propagation of high energy pulses temporally shaped to mimic 20
ns long ignition pulse shapes at fluence levels exceeding the nominal NIF design requirements for Inertial
Confinement Fusion by Indirect Drive. We also demonstrated the effectiveness of a new conical pinhole design used
in the transport spatial filter to mitigate plasma closure effects and increase closure time to exceed the duration of the
20 ns long pulse. Keywords: inertial confinement tk.ion, Nd:glass lasers, spatial filter

1. INTRODUCTION

The Beamlet laser is a single-aperture Nd:Glass laser system that fimctions as a scientific prototype of a new
class of fhsion laser drivers. Its architecture is based on the use of components with a single aperture size. The beam
propagates multiple passes through the largest aperture amplifier, rather than through a series of increasing aperture
amplifiers. Initial passes at low fluence use the fill gain of the full aperture amplifiers without extracting significant
energy, thereby replacing costly preamplifier stages. Multipass amplitlcation is achieved by building an image
relayed cavity around the main amplifiers. This type of architecture proves to be cost effective and most suitable to
stack amplifier chains into compact powerful arrays, designed to deliver the required energy on target after &queucy
conversion of the 1.05 pm beam to 0.351 pm. The National Ignition Facility is designed to deliver 1.8 MJ cf
0.351 nm li tat the entrance of an Indirect Drive Hohlraum target. It uses 192 beams arranged in 24 bundles of 8

1$bemnlines . The multi-segment amplifiers are 4 slabs high by 2 slabs wide. The NIF driver however provides
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Figure 1. Schematic lay out of the Beamlet multipass Nd:glass laser

+This work was performed under the auspcies of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405- Eng-48.



performance over a wide range of pulse durations to accommodate various types of user experiments.

The actual Beamlet lay-out as shown in figure 1 is very close to the NIF driver design4. The laser consists cf
a preamplifier, and two large amplifier stages: a four-pass cavity amplifier, and a single pass booster amplifier. The
cavity amplifier uses 11 Brewster angled slabs in a 36 meter long image relayed cavity, which is buildup using two
end mirrors, a spatial filter relay telescope, and an optical switch consisting of a large aperture polarizer and Plasma
Electrode Pockels cell (PEPC). Beamlet uses multi-segment amplifiers two slabs wide by two slabs high. Only one
of the apertures however is equipped with laser glass. The pulse is injected near the fd plane of the cavity spatial
filter using a small injection mirror. The beam is allowed to make four passes through the cavity amplifier with the
optical switch turned on, and is then reflected from the cavity polarizer. The five slab long booster amplifier provides
additional amplification and delivers typically 12 k.1 in 3 ns, the Beamlet design point. The beam is then spatially
ffltered and relayed to the location of the tlequency converter. A large set of diagnostic systems is used to analyze the
1.05 ~ and the 351 nm beams. The long pulse experiments in this paper were limited to 1.05 pm and the
tlequency converter crystals were replaced by a beam dump. Frequency conversion of high fluence, long pulses will
be tested with a NIF prototype final optics configuration that is being designed and constructed at this time.

The experiments described in this paper investigate the performance of the Bearnlet prototype under
conditions close to Indirect Drive ICF requirements. The pulse shape consists of a long low intensity foot,
approximately 17 ns long, and a 3-4 ns high intensity main part. The main issues addressed during these
experiments is the generation and amplification of these long pulses, and a first evaluation of pinhole closure eftkcts
in the spatial filters, configured for a spatial cutoff frequency of MOOprad. This corresponds to a diameter of 3.6 mm
for the 18 meter long Beamlet cavity and transport spatial filters. As will be discussed later, the Beamlet transport
spatial filter is approximately three times shorter than the NIF transport filter and consequently a three times smaller
F#. The Beamlet experiments are themfom much more stringent than the NIF conditions for the transport spatial
filter, but are actually close to simulating the NIF cavity spatial filter.

2. APPLICATION OF NEW PULSE SHAPING TECHNIQUES ON BEAMLET

Pulse shaping is accomplished on Beamlet using low voltage waveguide type electro-optic modulation
techniques in integrated optical circ~its. This new system also presents the basis for the NIF pulse shaping system
and has been described previously . A hybrid electronic scheme was used to generate a long, low intensity fmt
with 20.5 ns pulse length, while a second Arbitrzuy Waveform Generator was used to create the complex main pulse
with a total length of 7 ns’. Using this system, we could create as well long square output pulses, as pulses with
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Figure 2. Power of the 1.05 pm output beam on a typical long pulseshot. The input power contrast required to
generate this pulse shape was 80:1.



an ignition like shape. During the course of this experiment, pulses with a complex shape and very large dynamic
range (up to 100:1) were successfully generated. Figure 2 shows a typical 1.05 pm temporal power trace for pulses
used during these experiments. Typically the desired 1.05 pm contrast (peak power to foot power ratio) at the
output of the amplifiers is 10:1 for Indirect Drive conditions. The actual contrast of the 351 nm pulses is increased
by the power dependence of the frequency conversion process.

3. PERFORMANCE LIMITS OF THE LASER USING LONG, SHAPED PULSES

Large Ndglass lasers, such as Beamlet, have a number of design parameters that can be altered to optimize
the energy/intensity pefiormance for a particular pulse length and shape. The limitations to this optimization m
stored energy in the laser slabs, the optical damage threshold of the individual components, and the nonlinear
growth of the beam modulation (B-integral efkct). Beamlet was designed to provide optimum pdiormance for a
temporally square 3 ns output pulse. At this operating point both B-integral in the cavity and the booster section are
at a set limit, and the fluence of the cavity polarizer is at nearly 70 YO of its de operating fluence limit (11 J/cm*, 3
ns pulse).

Figure 3 shows a calculated tie NIF operating curve for square output pulses plotted in intensity versus
fluence space, data points Iiom over. 500 Bearnlet shots using square temporal pulses, and a new set of results
obtained with 20 ns shaped output pulses. Beamlet runs with a square aperture that can be varied from 30 to 35 cm
edge size and effective area between 740 and 1100 cmz. All Beamlet energy and power data on figure 3 were scaled to
the NIF beam area of 1260 cm2. The calculation is based on either a nonlinear phase shift between spatial filters, AB,
equal to 1.8 radians, damage threshold of optical components, and extraction limit of the amplifier chain. Shots cf
equal pulse duration are located on lines though the origin. At low output energies, AB in the booster amplifier
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Figure 3. NIF 11-5 amplifier configuration safe performance limit with scaled Beamlet experimental data points,
including recent long pulse shots.

section is the limiting factor, As the fluence (and pulse duration increases), the input power needs to be temporally
shaped to compensate for gain saturation, leading to lower intensity limits. When the gain in the booster amplifier



is largely saturated, nnd satnmtion increases in the cavity amplifiers, the AB in the cavity rises sharply and becomes
the limiting factor. At even longer pulse durations, the stored energy limits the performance and the sharp drop in
the performance indicates the extraction limit. Long shaped pulses are characterized by an equivalent pulse duration
(EPD), which is defined as the ratio of energy over peak power. EPD for 1.05 ~m shnts is between 4 and 5 m, at the
output of the laser. The EPD changes during amplification as a consequence nf saturation, nnd is approximately 3,5
ns at the exit of the cavity amplifier. EPD is important since it used in the calculation of damage thresholds fix
optical components in the amplifier chain,

Experimentally, performance and beam quality am evaluated based nn near field and tlwfield diagnostics to
characterize near field modulation and fm field spot size. Near field modulation is characterized by the contrast ratio,
defined as average normalized RMS intensity fluctuation over the beam’s area- Nonlinear modulation growth
depends on AS, and for a shaped output pulse, reaches a peak dnring a specific time slice of the pulse. The imaging
diagnostics as discussed above are inadequate tn evaluate this noise growth and the AB-limits of the Inser for long
pulses. An extensive experimental campaign and theoretical analysis was launched to investigate these condhions
;sing short 200 PSpulse; propagated un”de;condhions simulating _theworst case fnr noise growth, and is described
elsewhere Witi”ay&r et ai.’. “~-e results demonstrate that by fimiting high angle scatte;ng through appropriate
spatial filtering of the beams, and by using components with low smtkce rnughness, on the order of 10 ~ RM S
measnred over scale lengths of 33 to 0.12 mm, high quali~ beams can he obtained under operating conditions
consistent with NIF red-line performance requirements.

4. PINHOLE CLOSDllE LIMITATIONS

One of the main issues related to the propagation and amplification of long pulses is pinhole closure in the
spatial filters of the laser chain. It is well known that h@ nngle scattered fight irradiates the edge of the pinhole in
the focal plane of the spatial filters, and creates a low density plasma that subsequently propagates into the pinhole
aperture. After some time, the density within the pinhole can reach a level where it will affect the quality of the
propagating beam, even long before opacity nf the plasma becomes a problem. Phase grndients as a consequence &
plasma density gfadients scatter light within the clear aperture of the output lens nf the spatial filter and cause a
redistribution of the energy in the near field,

Figure 4. New field image nf a shaped pulse displaying
closure behavior new the end of the pulse. The tied
area corresponds to the segment that is imaged on a
streak camera slit for time resolved analysis.

Figure 5. Streaked near field segment cnrrespondmg to a
small segment nfthe near field image shown in figure 4,
Time runs from top to bottom. The total pulse length is
20.5 ns, Modulation wows quickly after 17 ns,



Closure speed depends on the details of the pinhole design and material, and the edge irradiation, which is
determined by the pinhole size, spatial filter F#, and the intensity in the pulse8. Typically, Beamlet operates with
fil)() Wad pinholes (3.6 mm di~eter), made horn high density graphite carbon. Pinhole closure was observed with
these ‘washer’ geometry pinholes when the pulse power exceeded 0.4 TW in a 34.5 cm beam (effective beam area
1050 cmz). The near field image shows the energy scattered outside the beam’s edge. Figure 4 shows a near field cf
a shaped pulse, where closure has afi” beam modulation during the last 3.5 ns of the pulse, i.e. the time slice
that contains the main pulse, and therefore a large tiacture of the total energy. Closure is indicated clearly in a time
resolved near field segment shown in figure 5. The bottom part of the streak is the main pulse which displays a long
spatial frequency modulation with peak-to-average modulation exceeding 2:1. Calorimetry measurements indicate an
energy loss of 200 J, nearly 1.5 0/0of the total energy in the pulse.

Experiments with 20 ns temporally square pulses and similar pinholes indicate that the closure is
independent of the presence of the main pulse. Figure 6 shows the time resolved near field modulation reduced firm
the streaked near field segments for two levels of power in the foot of a shaped pulse, and a temporally square pulse.
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Figure 6. Time resolved peak-to-average-near field
modulation during a 20 ns pulse extracted from streaked
near field data. The sudden rise in the modulation near
the end of the pulse is a signature of pinhole closure
effecls.
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Figure 7. Peak-to-average near field modulation at 20
ns as iimction of foot power for tNo dilTerentpinholes.
Results are shown for pulses with and without a main
pulse present.

Shaped pulses had a nominally 10: 1 contrast at the output of the laser. The initial drop in spatial modulation is
caused by the gain saturation in the amplifiers. Pulses with foot power of 0.3 TW do not show a rising modulation
as shown by the pulses with foot power above 0.4 TW. The modulation rises after about 17 ns, and indicates a
closure speed of nearly 107cm/s. At 0.4 TW, the azimuthally avemged edge irradiance on the pinhole is estimated
at 4.109 W/cm* based on Schlieren far field images. The peak edge irradiance at 200 p.rad is located on the axes a!
the dkunond shaped far field pattern and is about an order of magnitude higher. Even when closure was observed on
the forward propagating beam through the transport spatial filter, no backreflections were observed on the backscatter
diagnostic in the injection beamline.

Subsequent experiments used a new pinhole design to replace the carbon washer pinhole in the transport
spatial filter. This pinhole had a long conical entrance to reduce the absorption on the edge of the entrance aperture,
and deflect unwanted rays outside the laser’s clear aperture with a reduced absorption on the pinhole walls. The cone
aperture angle is matched to the spatiaI filter i?l and its length is chosen such that the cone aperture is nearly two
times wider than the effective filtering aperture at the end of the cone. CMT-lineresults indicated a significant increase
in closure time with this design8. Figure 7 compares the time-reolved near field modulation at the end of the pulse
using a conical stainless steel pinhole, and a carbon washer pinhole. Figure 8 shows a picture of three diffemt



Figure 8. Photogmph of the conical pinholes that were used to replace the carbon washer pinholes. The cut pinhole
in the foreground shows the conical aperture. No closwe effects were obsemed with the K200 pr conical pinhole at
foot intensities exceeding 0.5 TW.

conical pinholes designed for use on Beamlet. Further experiments will isolate the influence of the pinhole material
itself on closure speed,

The foot power under tbe nominal NIF 1.8
MJ 351 mn indirect &lve condition is 0.35 T W
in the corresponding 1.05 ~ beams. This pewcr
is close to the closure threshold observed in the
carbon washer pinhole shots. Scaling the Beanrlet
results to a NIF like spatial filter F# requires
detailed knowledge of the scaling laws of closure
with respect to pinhole size and material (Z
number). The NIF spatial filter is nearly 3 times
longer than the Beamlet spatial filter, using 9 m
focal length lenses compared to 30 m in the NIF
design. Thk increaaes as well the pinhole sim
corresponding to a H-00 W cut-off angle, m the
edge irradiance itself. Detailed verification of the
plasma physics model and calculations using
LASNEX mc being performed using these results
and off-line experiments. This effort is dkcussed
in more detail elsewhere in these proceedings,
Further experiments will also evaluate spatial
tilterbrg down to the desired spatial filtering h
NIF, which is +100 ~rad rather than the f100
krad filtering used in these experiments, The +
100 pmd cutoff is required to maintain the
necessa~ safety margin against small scale self-
focusing under NIF operating conditions.

ig~ition pulse shape at ~05 Lm,



5. BEAMLET 1.05 ~m PERFORMANCE RESULT NEAR NIF INDIRECT DRIVE CONDITIONS

Beam performance was evaluated using an extensive set of 1.05 pm diagnostics. This includes evaluation
of near field modulation with high resolution near field cameras, fiir field spot size and small angle scatter outside
N3 ~d using a time resolved Schlieren technique. Figure 9 shows the near field of the highest energy shaped
pulse shot (15.3 kJ). The following list summarizes the main performance results for this shot:

Output energy
Average fluence
Peak fluence
Equivalent pulse duration
Peak power
Near field modulation
Near field contrast
80% spot radius
Fraction outside +33 prad
Hartmann sensor wavefiont

15.3 kJ
14.7 J/cmz
20.5 J/cmz
4.45 ns
3.4 TW
1.33:1
0.09
15.6 /wad
0.033
1.1 Z pk-valley, 0.22 L RMS.

Detailed analysis and modeling of these preliminary results is in progress and will be published elsewhere.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have tested operation of the Beamlet prototype laser at 1.05 pm under conditions equivalent to NIF
indirect drive requirements. A hybrid pulse shaping system created a 20.5 ns shaped pulses with a 17 ns foot and 3
ns main pulse. Pinhole closure was observed using fiOO ~d carbon pinholes, but was absent when replaced by a
newly designed conical pinhole. Future Beamlet campaigns will address closure with tighter A1OOp.rad pinholes
and frequency conversion using a NIF like final optics prototype assembly.
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